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and got one's ideas about the gods all properly cleared up
—as Zeus Chthonios, Zeus of the Earth.
The days of the Fast and of the Fair Birth followed,
but of them we know little. The Ploughing and Sowing
went forward ; autumn deepens into winter, and presently
comes the bitter month Lenaion, when no man can work.
In the middle of the dark days classical Athens had two
festivals of Dionysos, the Country Dionysia, celebrated in the
Attic villages, and, in common with other Ionian communities,
the Lenaia, which gave its name to the month.1 The question
is obvious—why two Dionysiac festivals in such quick
succession ? Dr. Farnell tentatively suggests that there may
not have been two, originally, in any one place; the Lenaia,
of which there is no evidence in the villages, being the
specifically Athenian festival of the city.2 Aristotle, when
mentioning the chief festivals over which each of the chief
magistrates of Athens had to preside, names only one of them,
which he calls in full the Dionysia at the Lenaion (sanctuary
of the Lenai, Bacchanals).3 All these midwinter celebrations
had one and the same object—to awaken the slumbering
vegetation-Deity, or by suitable rites to strengthen his
vital force at a time when it is running low.4 Both festivals,
accordingly, are cheerful noisy affairs, with shouting, dancing,
and torches.
At the Lenaia, the chief rite of which we hear is a general
gathering of worshippers at which the high religious official
called the Torch-Bearer comes forward bearing a lighted
1	The question how this name got into the WorJes and Days, ostensibly
by-a Boiotian, when the name belongs to the Ionian calendar, has exercised
some scholars quite needlessly.   Hesiod may have known the name either
through his Asian descent or from living so near to the Attic border.   There
was even a considerable " pre-conquest" element surviving, we are told,
in the population of southern Boiotia.   (Paus. ix, i, 2.)
2	Cults, v, p. 213.
3	Ath. Pol., Mi.
4	For D. as god of vegetation other than the vine, see Paus. i, 31, 6
(A. Kicruos, at Acharnai) ; Plutarch, Mor. 675 F,  684 D  (A. AevSplrys, A.
$\Qi6s) -, Ath. iii, p. 78 c (A. SvK.Lrr)s in Lakonia); and many other passages
quoted by Farnell,   We are further told by a scholiast on Sophokles (O.C.
100)  that   Dionysos  was  worshipped at these festivals with
wineless offerings 1

